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HE last time Australia suffered a recession the world-wide web had 

just been invented.  The Australian economy had racked up the 

longest stretch of growth in modern history: 29 Years. Australia 

officially slipped into recession in the middle of 2020, but bounced 

back out of recession growing 3.3% in the 3 months to September 

2020. 

As the governor of the Reserve Bank said on 2 

December 2020 'we have now turned the 

corner and a recovery is underway.' 

The most common question asked is - 
what does the virus, turmoil in the financial and social markets 
and the potential economic collapse mean for the Aussie 
propertymarkets, now and going forward?

This is the sixth or seventh stock market crash or bear market in stocks in less 

than 10 years. After every major stock crash in Australia's history, the 

"safe  havens" have drawn huge amounts of investment particularly gold and 

real estate.

The biggest Dow Jones single day falls in history were recorded in

Oct 1987 (Sydney house prices rose 98% between October 1987 and October 

1991) (Melbourne +55%)

Oct 1997 (Sydney house prices rose 31% between October 1997 and October 

2000) (Melbourne +33%)

Sept 1998 (Sydney house prices rose 50% between September 1998 and 

Sept 2001) (Melbourne +50%)

April 2000 (Sydney house prices rose 66% between April 2000 and April 

2003) (Melbourne +50%)

Sept 2001 (Sydney house prices rose 48% between September 2001 and 

Sept 2004) (Melbourne +33%)

Sept 2008 (Sydney house prices rose 30% between September 2008 and 

Sept 2013) (Melbourne +23%)

March 2020 saw the four biggest single day losses in stocks seen since 1987. 
AND the four biggest single day gains! 

T
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 is the world’s 14th largest (2020)

 enjoyed 29 years of uninterrupted annual growth 

 is rated triple ‘A’ by all three global rating agencies (2020)

(one of only 10 countries)

GDP Is expected to continue to recover over the first half 

of 20201, and rebound strongly in the following financial 

year.

 

 

 an important contributor to five sectors expected to drive future 
 global growth: agribusiness, education, tourism, mining and wealth 
 management home to the world’s third largest pool of funds under  
 management

This economic resilience provides a safe, low-risk 
environment for international investors.

The 
Australian 
economy 
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Australia’s population is soaring. Other countries will be severely im-
pacted by an ageing population but Australia is forecast to experience a 
massive population increase.

Where will all these people live? We need many more houses than are 
currently being supplied.

Australia has increased its population dramatically from 18.5 million in 
1997 to 25.7 million people in December 2020.

The mid-growth forecast of 24.9 million people by 2051 was reached in 

the middle of 2018, 33 years early! The upper-end forecast of 26.4 
million, based on high-growth assumptions, will be reached in mid-2021.

The current growth patterns of Australia will mean a population of 
38 million by 2051, around 12 million higher than even the high-ball 
forecasts of the late ‘90s. It’s not that the calculations were wrong, it’s 
that migration policy changes as well as longevity increases and a solid 
birth rate have defied the trends that were evident 20 years ago.

The biggest growth factor has been the rise and rise of Australia’s 
net overseas migration. In 1998 it was thought that it would grow the 
population annually by around 70,000, or at the most, 90,000. In 2017 
Australia added 231,900 through net migration which is more than 2.5 
times even the high-forecast of two decades ago. 

And little known to most people is what this “net migration” actually 
means. It means new arrivals less Australian’s going overseas to live and 
work. So the REAL figure of overseas migrants is much higher, plus 
many of these overseas Australians will come back “home” one day.

  one birth every 1 minute and 44 seconds,
 one death every 3 minutes and 17 seconds,

  a net gain of one international migration every 2 minutes and 20 
seconds, leading to

  an overall total population increase of one person every 1 minute and 
26 seconds.

Australia is increasingly seen as a “safe haven” so it is a near certainty that 

high levels of migration shall continue well into the future after Covid. 

Investors have a unique opportunity to take advantage of this trend by 

investing in rental accommodation.

PLUS, 

CONSIDER....

CONSIDER: 
AUSTRALIA 

HAS:
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On 3 December 2020 Australia’s 
population had hit

25,720,460

I 
To accommodate its intake of foreign migrants, Australia 
must build a city roughly the size of Britain’s Birmingham 
every five years.

Australia Population
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New data researched by Citylife shows that many cities in Australia are 

on an 18 year property cycle. Studying the long term trend lines can be 

useful is seeing if prices are likely to rise, remain stable or fall.These 

charts can be viewed at  www. citylifeprojects.net/housing-market

LITTLE KNOWN by most people, per sq. metre rates of new 
Australian properties are amongst the lowest in the world...

This chart clearly shows where Australian stand new build apartments 
stand on a world scale on a per sq. metre basis. With the exception of 
Sydney, the other three major cities in Australia (Melbourne, Brisbane 
and Perth) all stand amongst the world’s lowest prices. 

This fact alone creates a compelling argument for investing in Australia, 
and helps dispel any fears of “expensive housing”” or a bubble market.

World's Most Expensive Cities in US$ Per 
Square Metre
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Rent returns for investors are also among the highest in the world in 
terms of percentage of purchase price. 
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Real Estate 
as an Investment

Australian property is proven as a safe, secure and profitable 
investment. However, not all property performs to the same levels.

The question of timing does come into it, as well as several other 
critical factors.
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  A freehold, secure title. 

  Opportunity to achieve Capital Gains.   

  A reasonable deposit is all that is needed to enter the market. 

  As owner, you can control many aspects of the investment. 

  There is a ready and increasing supply of quality tenants. 

  There is fair landlord/tenant legislation – the “sitting tenant” concept 
is virtually unheard of. 

  There are exceptional tax benefits. 

  You can “add value” as the property ages, increasing dramatically 
the market price.

  You don’t have to watch it every day. It needs very little monitoring. 
There are professional Property Managers.

  You do not need to actually sell to get your money out. 

  Unlike shares, it is much harder to make a truly poor direct property 
investment, which decimates your capital. 

  Virtually all Australian banks accept Australian property for security. 

  Real Estate is a necessity, people need shelter, and they need 
someone to provide it. 

  There has been enormous demand in the past, and there will be 
huge and continuing future demand. 

Firstly, let’s 
see what, 

in fact, 
Australian 

property can 
offer overseas 

investors: 
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But many people remain unsure as to the correct timing to 
enter the Australian Real Estate market.  

Do they buy in now, especially while the Aussie dollar is so low or do 
they wait and watch the market? What will happen if Australia 
recovers quickly from the virus? What will happen if it doesn't?

THE “BULLS” say that the high rental occupancy rates, the shortage 
of new supply, low interest rates, and a shortage of new construction 
and land in prime areas, a rising population, Australia’s “safe-haven” 
status, strong economy, and high cost of construction all point to future 
rising capital and rental prices for a long time to come, ESPECIALLY 
after stock market crashes and they say if you think you can wait before 
buying for prices to come down, “think again.” 

THE “BEARS” point out that consumer confidence will deteriorate,  
there will be a recession, unemployment will get worse,wages will not 
go up, and interest rates may go up again in the future, and prices will 
fall, so it’s best to wait and watch.

This Report addresses many of these questions, to 
enable investors considering entering the market to 

ultimately come to their own conclusion and final 
decision. 
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However, while Australian property can be a very good, safe and 
a powerful investment tool, there are several things it is not:-   

It moves slowly compared to stocks, options, futures or currencies. 

  It is not liquid. It can take you weeks or even months to sell. 

It is not a perfect market - that is, it can be hard to determine the 
actual value of property at any one time (it is only what a willing 
buyer will actually pay). “Bank Valuations” may have no resemblance 
to what someone will pay.

In addition real estate is very complex. There are complications that 
the average investor barely takes the effort to study.  It is amazing how 
many people will spend more time reading about, studying and learning 
all there is about the latest DVD player before making a purchase, than 
they will spend learning some fundamentals about the property market. 

But everyone has an opinion.  

And where did they get all this information from? In fact, ask someone 
tomorrow about the market, and you will hear an amazing amount of 
misinformation. 

Are they property investors? Do they own properties? Have they 
studied the data? Do they monitor it daily? Most probably not, but they 
will certainly have a viewpoint. 

Some may be trying to talk the market down so they can get into it. 

So, be wary of the media, read between the lines, get facts, and make 
your OWN objective viewpoint based on hard data and facts. 

Australian property, carefully selected, with the right combination of location, 
financing, rentability and property type can be both powerful and safe.

Ask anyone about 
the property 

market, and you will 
get their 20 minute 
personal viewpoint. 

Mostly obtained 
from the media.  
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Just how important is timing? 

Over the long-term, location, property type and financing have been as 
important previously as trying to time the market. 

The great thing about Australia is that it’s entirely possible to make 
money in property at most times, by simply knowing which city to 
invest in, and when. 

It HAS BEEN POSSIBLE  in the past to make rather average property 
investments, and still make money, by letting time work in your favour.  

Providing the property is in a reasonable location, well built and properly 
financed, and you held for at least one full property cycle, the return on 
your investment would have still generally still outperformed most others.  

TIME in the market, RATHER THAN TIMING, HAS 
PREVIOUSLY MAXIMIZED RETURNS 
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How Long is a 
Property Cycle? 

New data now shows that the Australian capital cities property cycle 
generally spans around 18 years. 

That’s is, a 14 year UPTURN, followed by 4 years of no growth or a downturn.

Well located properties have historically doubled in value over the upturn period.

By the use of “gearing” returns can be extraordinary.

Assuming a 30% deposit, and borrowing 70%, simple math tells us
that if a property doubles in say 14 years, your return on capital outlaid
including costs on purchase of 12% would be 209%.

Therefore TIMING is very IMPORTANT especially NOW, 
but Choosing the correct location is critical.
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To maximise returns, always consider the benefits of leverage. If available try to 

choose  an “investor’s loan” whereby the principal repayments are flexible, to 

mean the rent will now cover most of the Bank interest as rents have gone up.

You ALSO get between 30% to 47% of any shortfall of the interest 

to the rent  back in the way of a tax credit in the future if you reside 

overseas, PLUS with a new property, expect at least 50% of the price to 

be given back to you in the form of a tax deduction.

It doesn’t get much better than that! Small movements in the market 
will then amplify your returns.  And if the market does not move? You can 
recoup your down payment in tax benefits, have a built in equity cushion, 
and will have the rents meeting most of the  expenses with the real prospect 
as rents keep rising and interest rates remain around current levels of going 
into a “cash flow positive” situation in the future, even with prime properties. 

Depending upon how fast rents rise, and the amount of your down 
payment, it will most likely cost you very little to hold the property.

There’s additional profit to be made by buying brand new, or “off-the-plans”.  
As well as the obvious benefits of locking in at today’s prices is a rising market, 
there are the additional benefits of high tax deductions, new appliances, the 
latest in construction and building methods, the latest Internet technology 
incorporated in each apartment, new facilities and designs, high rents  etc. 

In depreciation benefits alone, the tax office will 
allow you to claim the whole construction cost of the 
apartment in tax benefits, as well as every single item 
inside in the way of fixtures and fittings. Always buy 

a new property to get maximum benefits.  

Some analysts rate all these factors, plus the fact you only require 10% deposit 
initially, as being worth around $80-$100,000, compared to buying “old.” 

Even when the AUD appreciated around 62% against the USD between 
2001 TO 2009, foreign investment into Australia  increased by over 
200% during that same time. Australia is considered a safe haven.

ALSO, THE 

CORRECT 

FINANCING 

IS VITAL 

THERE’S 

PROFIT 

IN NEW 

WHAT ABOUT 

THE AUSSIE 

DOLLAR?
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No. Actually, they are amongst the lowest in the world on a per square 
metre rate for new build, with the exception of Sydney. 

As shown in the earlier chart, an analysis based on the Global Property 
Guide data of purchase prices around the world, showed that 
Melborne, Perth and Brisbane to be low on a world scale. 

It is a fallacy that Australian house prices are expensive on a world scale. 

The gross rental returns (or rental yields) figures published by the 
Global Property Guide are based on the Global Property Guides own 
proprietary in-house research. 

Only resale apartments and houses are researched. Yields for ewlybuilt 
properties are not included. 

Interestingly, data for new properties in selected locations -Brisbane’s 
Woolloongabba, Sydney’s Mosman; Melbourne South Yarra;- shows 
gross yield for new apartments to be amongst the highest of all the 
world’s cities. 

Many investors looking at Australia are not aware of another critical, but 
often overlooked, fact that helps protect against a downturn as was 
seen in USA. Professional property investors know about this, and
are continuing to invest, while others sit on the side lines, “WATCHING 
THE MARKET”. If we all had a dollar for everyone we know watching 
the market as “now is not the right time” we would all be extremely rich! 
Investors make up approx 25% -30% of the property market in big cities 
like Melbourne and Sydney. Foreign buyers account for around 10%.

AUSSIE HOUSE 

PRICES: 

THE HIGHEST 

IN THE 

WORLD? 

AUSSIE RENT 

RETURNS 

AMONGST THE 

HIGHEST IN THE 

WORLD.

THE PROFIT IS 

IN THE BUYING, 

NOT THE 

SELLING.

Around 66% of all properties are purchased by “owners” not
investors. This greatly protects the "downside."
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That is, people intending to live in them. 

NOT buying for investment.   

Not buying to rent them out. But for their own use. 

This is the secret ingredient for investment 
success and overlooked by nearly all novice 

investors in Australia.   

Because, while no one can guarantee prices will rise, 

these “owner occupiers” protect the downside risk.   

That is, in a downturn, they do not rush to sell, as this is their own “home”. 
This provides a natural “buffer” against panic selling, such as occurs in the 
stock market. And has been one of the “secrets” as to why the Australian 
housing market has not collapsed during the financial crisis. 

This also means investors have a huge pool of tenants to select from.
 It is seldom hard to find a tenant.

 BUT, it gets even better. 
Just under a THIRD (30%) of all property 

owners in Australia do not have a mortgage. 
That is, they simply do not care whether interest 

rates go up or down, they have 
no repayments to make.  

This near 70% home ownership rate has hardly varied for
the past 40 years.
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For them to panic and sell would be unheard of. This is
completely the opposite of the USA. Where people (even
without jobs or incomes) had borrowed 90% or even 100%
and sometimes more of the price of the home. 

In addition, the Australian banks have always kept borrowing
levels on property between 60% to 80% as a general rule,
creating a built in “buffer.” 

The biggest mistake many people will make this time around
is to be so concerned about making a “wrong” decision as to
timing; they will end up not owning any property at all, and will
miss not only rentals rising to levels we have never seen in
Australia, but maybe even the next great property boom.

  Choose the right property, in the right location. 

Choose the correct mortgage to match your needs. 

Select the ideal mix between the rentability of a property, and the 
potential for capital growth. 

Use some leverage to maximise returns. 

Don’t select somewhere “you could live in yourself.” Your tenants 
may well have different ideas. Maximize rental returns. 
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Make prudent decisions based on facts rather than “friends” opinions. 
Take the long-term view, buy to hold rather than buy to sell. 

Remember that each Australian City operates on a DIFFERENT property
timing cycle, so it is impossible to say the “market is down” OR “the
market is up” as it depends upon WHERE you are talking about.

AND remember....MIGRANTS. Many of these are wealthy business or
professional people.  BUT IN ANY EVENT, THEY ALL REQUIRE HOUSING.   

But where will they all live? 

Who will bet against prices not being substantially higher in 5 years 
than today?

YOU may as well be the one to supply their rental accom-
modation. 

The data is indisputable. Over the last 35 years, the market has continued to 
climb higher. And that’s despite crashes, wars, and pandemics.

By taking the long-term position, it can mean almost guaranteed wealth.

Security goes hand in hand with the patient and long-sighted pursuit of 
accumulated wealth. It is an endeavour that cannot be hurried without risk.
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Finance, tax and 
duties changes

In 2017 Australia began introducing (like many countries) some 
additional taxes for foreign buyers of its real estate. Australia still has 
lower taxes than most countries for overseas buyers, and for long term 
investors the effect is amortised over the long term.

Real Estate always has had, and always will have, costs on purchase. 
It is simply a cost of buying. These costs on purchase are usually tax 

deductible also, meaning in effect you get back between 30% to 47% 
of the costs in tax credits. In other words, a 12% total Stamp Duty 
could be reduced to 6.36% to 8.4% in real terms.

Financing is the other change: 80% loans were reduced to 70% in 
2017. This brings financing back to what was offered through most of 
the 1970’s, 80’s and 90’s. It is mostly in the last decade that 80% loans 
were offered to foreign buyers.



For more detailed information on buying
in Australia consider "Seven Steps to Buying 

Australian Property" 

available at 
www.CitylifeProjects.net/7-step-system-download

and
"Monthly Property market Update" at

www.CitylifeProjects.net/housing-market

REPORT PROVIDED WITH COMPLIMENTS 

BY CITYLIFE INTERNATIONAL REALTY. 

Note: No person should rely solely on the information provided.
Investors are advised to seek professional advice before making any decisions.

To the extent that this report contains information for investors Citylife does not warrant 
that it is accurate or complete and no responsibility or liability is accepted for the 

consequences of any actions taken on the basis of this report.

www.CitylifeProjects.net  
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